Absrroct-Truncated conjugate gradient method was applied to study the limited view problem in thermoacoustk tomography, and the results were compared with those of modified hackprojection method, which is the hackprojection of the first order time derivative of acoustic signals. Our numerical simulations showed that there is complete data for a stable and perfect reconstruction io a 2-D X-view problem, where the least angle acquired by the detection curve is X when viewed from the imaged regiod of interest. On the contrary, in a problem where the view is less than X , data is incomplete, and artifacts and quantitative errors were obvious in the reconstructed images. It was pointed out that the result after one iteration in truncated conjugate gradient method is equivalent to that of modified hackprojection, which can restore the high frequency information of imaged objects. The low frequency information can be recovered significantly in the next ten iterations of truncated conjugate gradient method.
I. INTRODUCTION
In thermoacoustic tomography (TAT), the thermoacoustic signals from a tissue sample are collected to map the distribution of the radiation absorption within the sample. In the frequency domain, exact reconstruction algorithms for TAT have been implemented in planar, spherical, and cylindrical configurations with series expansion techniques [1-3]. In these algorithms, the thermoacoustic signals are assumed to be detected in a full view, which is from all directions around the imaged objects. A detection view is defined as the solid angle (3-D case) or angle (2-D case) acquired by a detection surface or line when viewed from the to-be-imaged objects. In TAT, a full view is 4 z solid angle in 3-D case or 2 71 in 2-D case. This is an essential difference between thermoacoustic tomography and X-ray tomography, in which a detection angle range of 7t can produce complete data. However, in many applications of TAT, the signals cannot be collected fiom all directions. For example, the range of detection solid angle is at most 2 x in the breast imaging. A detection view of 2 x solid angle was shown to provide complete data under the approximation that the distance between the detector and the absorbing object is much larger than the dimension of the absorbing object [4] . On the other hand, one's physical intuition can sense that a detection of half-view, which is 2 x solid angle in 3-D case or z in 2-D case, should be able to acquire sufficient data to reconstruct the complete image. 
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Assume microwave absorption H (~,~) = ,op(r),,(l), where I, is a scaling factor proportional to the incident radiation intensity; q ( r ) describes the to-be-reconstructed microwave absorption properties of the medium at r; and q ( t ) describes the shape of the irradiating pulse. In the case of thermal confinement. we have 151:
where P,(r,k)=jj(r,k)/if(k), p and are the Fourier transforms of pressure p and 7 with respect to time respectively; V, is the acoustic speed; Cis the specific heat;
and p is the coefficient of volume thermal expansion. The physical meaning of this equation is that, in an acoustically homogenous medium, the pressure p , at a spatial point r and time f is proportional to the first-order time derivative of the integration of the absorbed microwave energy over a spherical surface (circle in 2-D case). The spherical surface is centered at r and the radius is fv, .
It can be seen from Eq. (1) that pI(r,t) can be obtained from q(r') after applying two linear operations to it: one is the integration over the sphere or circle in the object space, R; the other is the differentiation over r, D, . R is similar to Radon transform except that the integration is over a sphere or circle rather than a plane or line as in Radon transform. We adopted the Truncated conjugate gradient (TCG) method to solve the linear system in our study, because there is a close relation between backprojection algorithms and TCG.
In principle, all the approximate reconsauction algorithms mentioned in the introductory section are backprojection type. It can be showed that the result of TCG after one iteration is equivalent to that of the modified backprojection algorithm except a constant factor.
Quinto [6] pointed out what is visible singularity in X-ray transform. However, it is found that the direct extension of Quinto's results to TAT agrees quite well with OUT numerical simulation results. One of Quinto's results is that a singularity cannot be reconstructed stably unless an integral plane or line is tangent to that singularity. After applying his theory to TAT, it is straightfonvard to see that a half-view will provide complete data to reconstruct all the singularities.
The thermoacoustic imaging of several tumors in limited views was numerically simulated; Fig. 1 shows the diagrams of the tumors in a a -view and a sub-IT -view (a view less than w ) model. are the results after one iteration, which are equivalent to those of the modified backprojection algorithm, and the right side ones after 11 iterations. It is clear to see the improvement of TCG over the modified hackprojection by comparing the images in the two columns. For the n-view model, Fig. 2(a) shows that all the singularities are correctly reconstructed. The discontinuity in the fust-order derivative at the boundary of tumor (I) was also recovered (it is much more clearly shown in the monitor than in paper). Compared Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(b) , the defects in Fig. 2(a) can be readily determined. Firstly, there are obvious artifacts originating from each object, and these artifacts don't exist in a 2 n -view model; secondly, tumor (I) , which contained ore low frequency component than other tumors are much more poorly recovered; lastly, the value within each tumor is wrong. After ten more iterations, these defects are significantly remedied, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . All the objects are reconstructed well quantitatively. On the contrary, Fig.  2 (c) and (d) show that sub-IT-view detection provides incomplete data for reconstruction. The artifacts and noise in images after one and 11 iterations in the sub-IT -view model are much stronger than the corresponding ones in the half-view model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our numerical simulations showed that a x -view in a 2-D problem provides complete data for reconstruction. In a ?
Iview problem, modified backprojection produced some artifacts and errors in the low €requency component of the images. The artifacts and errors can be reduced significantly after about ten iterations. On the contrary, in a sub-X -view problem, which has incomplete data, iterations improved the imaging quality, but artifacts and quantitative errors were still obvious. The direct extension of Quinto's results on visible and invisible singularity in X-ray transform to TAT agrees quite well with OUT numerical simulation results.
